
Decanter
The new wine showcase that combines 

design and functionality.
Perfect for your wine business!



The ideal solution 
for wine display 
and conservation

WINE
SHOWCASE

Innovative technology and attention to 
details

Compact design, maximum capacity in 
the minimum space

Maintenance and respect of correct 
wine serving temperatures

Choice of different colours and options

Sectional frame for a different 
arrangement of the bottles

Height adjustable shelves

Decanter is the new line of showcases for 
the wine display and conservation, created by 
Emainox in respect of the wine maintenance 
principles.
It recreates the typical ideal conditions of a 
traditional wine cellar.

Thanks to the right setting of temperature and 
humidification, the aroma and the organoleptic 
features of your wine will be unchanged, allowing 
wine conservation at the ideal conditions.

Moreover, the wide glass surface offers a great 
visibility to your product making it more attractive 
in the location where Decanter is positioned.



TECHNICAL 
DETAILS

Stainless steel shelves for horizontal bottles storage
Glass shelves for vertical bottles storage 
Mechanical lock
Variable intensity LED lighting
LED lighting in different colours or RGB
Customized internal outfitting 
Glasses with extra white finishing
Customized RAL painting

GENERAL FEATURES

Temperature: +6°C/+18°C
Environmental features for operation: +25°C, 60%RH
Stainless steel structure AISI 304
Digital thermostat
LED lighting with warm light
Low emissivity insulated glazing
Defrosting by stopping the unit
Automatic evaporation of condensation water 
Self-closing doors with magnetic seal
Adjustable feet 
Indipendent (R404A) and remote version
1-door showcase dimensions: 790x485x2165 mm
2-doors showcase dimensions: 1430x485x2165 mm
Supply voltage: 230V/50Hz
Bottles type: Bordeaux

OPTIONS

Showcases must be anchored to the floor in 
order to prevent them from toppling over.
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WINE

SHOWCASES

Dimensions [mm] 790x485x2165 1430x485x2165

N. of doors 1 2

Standard version Stainless steel scotch brite Stainless steel scotch brite

Other colours and options On demand On demand

ACCESSORIES *

Sectional free-standing frame 
made of steel AISI 304 One frame requested Two frames requested

The modular frame allows you to choose different ways for the bottle positioning. You can combine the 
three types of shelves, by adjusting their height along the frame and set up each showcase according to 
your needs and personal preferences.  

Bottles positioning: slanting
Capacity: n. 12 bottles

Nr. of shelves per frame: n. 6

Bottles positioning: vertical
Capacity: n. 28 bottles

Nr. of shelves per frame: n. 4

Bottles positioning: horizontal
Capacity: n. 18 bottles (on 3 levels)

Nr. of shelves per frame: n. 6

* 


